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DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR MULTI-POINTFEYNMAN FUNCTIONS CALCULATION�Roberto BonianiDipartimento di Fisia dell'Università di Bolognaand INFN Sezione di BolognaVia Irnerio, 46 I-40126 Bologna, Italy(Reeived November 2, 1999)A non traditional method to alulate multi-point Feynman funtionsis presented. In the approah, D-dimensional loop integrals de�ning aFeynman amplitude are not diretly performed, but a system of lineardi�erential equations for the Feynman amplitudes themselves is found. Thesolution of the di�erential equations provides then with the atual value ofthe amplitudes.PACS numbers: 11.10.�z, 11.10.Kk, 11.15.Bt1. IntrodutionThe importane of more and more aurate tests of Quantum Field The-ory push physiists to the evaluation of quantum orretions at higher andhigher level in perturbation theory, i.e. to the alulation of multi-loop Feyn-man diagrams.A new method, proposed in [1℄ and developed in [2℄, onsists in estab-lishing a system of linear di�erential equations for the required Feynmanamplitudes. This system of equations an always be solved numeriallywithout a big e�ort, even if the analyti solution is not available.In this paper the method is realled and its appliation to the 1-loop boxgraph, relevant for the Bhabha sattering, is onsidered.We will work in D-dimensional Eulidean spae (the orrespondingMinkowski integrals are reovered by the Wik rotation) in a salartheory.� Presented at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999. (3463)



3464 R. Boniani2. System of di�erential equationsLet us take the 1-loop salar box diagram (see Fig.1(a) ) with externalmomenta p1 and p2 (initial partiles), p3 and p4 (�nal partiles) and withtwo massless and two massive propagators (with mass squared m2 = a).The orresponding amplitude is the following:F = Z dDk(2�)(D�2) � 1k2 [(k � p1)2 + a℄ [(k + p2)2 + a℄ (k � p1 + p3)2� : (1)
�k + p2 k�p1�p3k � p1kp1p2 p4p3(a) Box dia-gram. �kk � p1 k � p2p1 p2p3(b) Vertexdiagram. �

kk � pp () Ball dia-gram.Fig. 1. 1-loop diagramsWe know, from kinematial onsiderations, that F is a funtion of sixinvariants Mi with i = 1; :::; 6. We an hoose them to be the Mandelstamvariables M1 = s = �(p1 + p2)2, M2 = t = �(p1 � p3)2 and the externalsquare momenta Mi+2 = �p2i , whih we will put later on the mass-shell.Let us onstrut the following objet:Oij = p�i �F�p�j : (2)By derivation of the funtion F with respet to Mi, we have:Oij = p�i X� " �F�M� �M��p�j # =X� a�(pi � pj) �F�M� =X� a�;ij(Ml) �F�M� ; (3)where i; j = 1; :::; 3 (from the onservation of 4-momentum, p4 an be ex-pressed in terms of p1, p2 and p3) and where the funtions a�;ij(Ml) arelinear ombinations of invariants.On the other hand, if we perform the diret derivation of the integrandin Eq. (1), we �nd a ombination of integrals: F itself, integrals with onedenominator squared and integrals in whih we have one denominator less.In this way a linear system is derived that we an solve with respet to the



Di�erential Equations for Multi-Point Feynman... 3465derivatives �F�M� to obtain a system of partial di�erential equations of the�rst order: �F�M� = a�(Ml)F�;�(�1 ;�2;�3;�4) + b�(Ml)F +
0� ; (4)where �(�1; �2; �3; �4) is a permutation of (�1; �2; �3; �4), with only one �iset equal to 2 and the others equal to 1 and where 
0� is a term ontainingall the funtions with a smaller number of denominators.3. Integration by parts identitiesThe system of Eq. (4) is not useful beause it still involves the funtionsF�1;�2;�3;�4 . We want to �nd a system expressed only in terms of F andsome other known terms.We know that the following identities, alled Integration by Parts Iden-tities [3℄, hold:Z dDk(2�)D2 ��k� � v�k2�1 [(k � p1)2 + a℄�2 [(k + p2)2 + a℄�3(k � p1 + p3)2�4�=0;(5)for every value of �i and with v� = k�; p1 �; p2�; p3�.Eqs. (5) form a linear system with F�1 ;�2;�3;�4 as unknown funtions andusing it we an reexpress F�1;�2;�3;�4 , appearing in Eq. (4), in terms of Fand funtions with a smaller number of denominators. This gives us thepossibility to onstrut for F a system od partial di�erential equations ofthe �rst order, solved with respet to the derivatives.If we put the external momenta on the mass-shell, we remain with twodi�erential equations, with respet to M1 = s and M2 = t:8><>: �F�s = g(s; t; a)F +
1 ;�F�t = h(s; t; a)F +
2 : (6)Let us omment the struture of the system, whih is a general feature ofthe method. The equations involve the funtion under onsideration, F , anda funtion 
, whih is onsidered known, ontaining multi-point Feynmanfuntions with a smaller number of denominators. One an proeed in thefollowing way: At �rst one �nds the two-point two-denominators bubblefuntion. It appears as inhomogeneous term in the system of di�erentialequations for three-point three-denominators vertex funtion. One solvesthis system and the solution appears in the system of di�erental equationsfor the four-point four-denominators box funtion, and so on.



3466 R. BonianiIn speial ases (like, e.g., the box in �gure 1(a)) some anelations holdand 
 does not ontain all the sub-diagrams of F , but only some of them.It is also possible to �nd some problems in whih F is determined entirely interms of 
, without solving any di�erential equation, but solving only theIntegration by Parts Identities.4. 1-loop aseLet us ome bak to the problem of the determination of the funtion F(Eq. (1) ).The system in Eq. (6) an be written expliitely as follows:�F�s =�12"1s � (D � 5)(s� 4a) + (D � 4)(s+ t� 4a)#F � (D � 4)" 14as � (t� 4a)4at(s� 4a)� 1t(s+ t� 4a)#V (t) + 2(D � 3)t " 1(s� 4a)2 � 1t(s� 4a)+ 1t(s+ t� 4a)#B(a; a; s) + (D � 3)2at "1s � 1(s� 4a)#B(0; 0; t)+(D � 2)at � 1(s� 4a)2 � 1t(s� 4a) + 1t(s+ t� 4a)�T ; (7)�F�t = 12"(D � 6)t � (D � 4)(s+ t� 4a)#F + (D � 4)(s� 4a)"1t � 1(s+ t� 4a)#V (t)�2(D � 3)(s� 4a)2 �1t� 1(s+ t� 4a)�B(a; a; s)� (D � 2)a(s� 4a)2 �1t� 1(s+ t� 4a)�T; (8)where V (t) is the vertex funtion of �gure 1(b), as a funtion of t, B(a; a; s)is the bubble funtion of �gure 1(), with equal internal masses m2 = a andT is the tadpole. Let us note that in this ase we an �nd the solution ofthe problem using only one of the equations of the system (7), (8). In fat,we are able to give the boundary onditions F (s = 0; t) and F (s; t = 0),respetively. Let us multiply, for example, Eq. (7) by s. As F is regularwith all its derivatives in s = 0, we an obtain:F (s = 0; t) = (D � 4)2a V (t)� (D � 3)at B(0; 0; t) : (9)Now we need the espressions for V and B.



Di�erential Equations for Multi-Point Feynman... 3467For the vertex funtion V , we an onstrut the following di�erentialequation in s = �p21:�V�s = 12�(D � 5)s � (D � 3)(s� 4a)�V + (D � 3)s(s� 4a)B(0; 0; s)+ (D � 2)2as(s� 4a)T; (10)where B(0; 0; s) is the 1 loop bubble funtion with zero internal masses, [1℄.as a funtion of s. The initial ondition, derived in the same way as Eq. (9),reads: V (s = 0) = 14 (4�) (D�4)2 � �3� D2 � a (D�6)2(D � 4)(D � 5) : (11)Let us note that Eq. (10) ontains two sales, s and a, and then we anreexpress it in terms of some dimensionless ratio. As a result we an writethe solution in terms of hypergeometri funtions [4℄:V (s) = �(4�)� (D�4)2 � �3� D2 �(D � 4)(s� 4a) "(D � 3)� 2 � (D�4)2 + 1�� (D � 2) (�s) (D�4)2�2F1�(5�D)2 ; 1; 32 ; ss� 4a�+ a (D�4)2(D � 5) 2F1��(5�D)2 ; 1; (7�D)2 ; ss� 4a�# : (12)For the bubble funtion B(a; a; s), we an onstrut the following di�er-ential equation in s = �p2:�B�s =�12 �1s � (D � 3)s� 4a �B � (D � 2)4a �1s � (D � 3)s� 4a �T ; (13)with the initial ondition B(s = 0) = � (D�2)2a T , whih gives the followingsolution:B(a; a; s) = 2� �3� D2 �(4�) (D�4)2 a (D�2)2(D � 4) 2F1�(D � 1)2 ; 1; 32; ss� 4a� : (14)Knowing the inhomogeneous part of the equations of the system (7,8)we an solve it numerially or analitially in some limits; for example fors; t� a.
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